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The news of CILECT Honorary Member 
(since 1995) Colin Young’s loss comes at a 
moment when many of us mourn their 
beloved ones due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. Thank God, Colin did not catch 
the virus! According to the NFTS obituary, 
he “passed away peacefully at home”. 
Colin? Peacefully? At home?! All those who 
loved/admired him – did anyone imagine 
such a man would die from a virus 
(whatever it may be) or in bed at home?! 
Colin was the guy you would expect to fall 
at a revolutionary barricade, be shot in the 
back by an unhappy rival or just torn apart 
by a grizzly bear in the Scottish or any 
other (for the lack of bears in Scotland) 
woods?! Actually, did anyone imagine he 
would ever die?! The one and only Colin 
Young, the man with vigor and passion 
resembling the omnipotent Zeus?!      

Colin was an era of himself unto CILECT. He started as an Executive Council member in 1974 
to soon become the longest ruling (four times elected) President (1980-1994) in the whole 70-
years history of the association. But this is a mere fact. Behind it one could easily find the 
days and nights of hard honest personal efforts and fierce brainstorming sessions with equally 
divided supporters and opponents to build the strong community we pride in now. He was 
the person instrumental in the transformation of CILECT from an elitist body of less than 50 
schools teaching predominantly film to a vast organization of over 100 institutions embracing 
television, video, and media. He was the person who envisioned the idea of CILECT being not 
just a biannual conference meeting venue but a vibrant structure of people who would 
collaborate on an almost everyday basis through diversified pedagogical and scientific 
projects. He was the one who succeeded in institutionalizing CILECT fighting for its UNESCO 
acknowledgment and supporting the amazing TDC (Training Developing Countries) project of 
VP Henning Camre under which many schools outside Europe and North America grew up or 
even started their existence. He was never liked by everybody but no one could deny he was 
that uniting ‘master of ceremony’ who managed to keep CILECT’s spirit and aims during the 
harsh final years of the Cold War, and the even harsher first years of the post-Berlin Wall 
world of culturally de-structuralized new democratic societies (many of which were engaged 
in a real war in those times).  

In 1995, after his subsequent retirement from both NFTS and CILECT, Colin was often the 
first one to answer the emails of the CILECT Secretariat, to suggest ideas, to propose teaching 
materials, to give a hand. He was always focused, observant, punctual, provocative, and 
shrewd. But above all said, he has always been an inspiration of open-mindedness and 
character generosity for both students, teachers and fellows. The true friend who would never 
allow you to fall down even if he had to beat you up! 

May he stay in our memories until we are and light up our dreams until we have them! 

The International Association of Film and Television Schools (CILECT) 

 
PS: You can also find the moving obituary written by Lord David Puttnam and Roger Crittenden here: 
https://nfts.co.uk/blog/nfts-founding-director-colin-young-obituary-1927-2021 
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